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East Meets West Gallery is proud to present the Third Ecological Art project, entitled “Vibrations 

of the Earth”.  The exhibit will run from December 5, 2018 to January 9, 2019 at the Design Centre 

ARTPLAY. 

Problems of environmental security and survival in a large city concern all of its inhabitants,              

and are core values in our family and working life which includes  mental health of a  person too.                       

The conflict between two realities of surrounding world: reality of natural environment and the 

environment created by human hands and draws everyone’s attention nowadays. It pushes to 

the forefront the decisions that are crucial for the mankind’s survive on Earth or its decision to 

look for another planet to continue life. 

The Earth in the art works of contemporary Russian artists, photographers and sculptors 

represents symbolic and human origin that unifies people at the time of collision and 

disagreements in national and international government’s relations. 

Every artist differently interprets and expresses his attitude towards the Earth. Some always feel 

the Earth as part of the Universe and in its connection with the Cosmos (Diana Vouba, 

Alexander Oligerov, Vladimir Peldyakov, Valera Cherkashin and Natasha Cherkashina). Others 

“cultivate” the Earth, which has more clear outlines to us. The Earth is not always  a visual 

object, sometimes it is a geometric abstraction or form close to it, but one can always guess the 

breath of the real Earth which we all live on (Suren Ayvazyan, Maria Vintskevich, Mikhail 

Dronov, Victor Reshetnikov, Ilya Seryogin, Natalia Sitnikova and Alena Telpukhovskaya). 

The connection of visual arts and music belonging to the same period generates similar 

processes related to the time’s ambiance. This parallel is traced from ancient times. Nowadays 

the synthesis and interaction between different types of Art is brighter due to the disclosure of 

the same topic by different artistic and musical means. 

On November 6, 2018 at the Central House of Architect took place the first event of the art 

project “Vibrations of the Earth” – a unique concert-exhibition and multimedia film with live music 

of Michel Marang and other musicians introducing his project “Shifting Images”. 

Curator Tatya Paleeva. 

The exhibition is open to the Design Center ARTPLAY from December 5, 2018 to January 8, 

2019. 

Daily from 12.00 to 20.00. Free admission. 
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